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Abstract: This study aims: (1) to analyze the design of buying and selling games in Paud (early
childhood education programs) on language development. (2) Knowing the selling game
design process to foster entrepreneurial attitudes in Paud. (3) Realizing the reason for buying
and selling games can foster the development of language and entrepreneurial attitudes. This
type of research is a descriptive qualitative research that collects data directly at the source.
Data analysis according to Miles and Huberman, namely: (1) data reduction, (2) data
presentation, (3) inference and vertification. The results obtained from this study prove that
the game of buying and selling can foster language development and entrepreneurial attitudes
carried out on 3 children, namely 2 boys and one child is a girl. This research was conducted
at Paud RA Al-Mahir Deliserdang.
Keywords: buy and sell games; language development; and entrepreneurship attitudes

I. Introduction
Education is something that must be possessed by humans, because education can elevate
the lives of a nation. Bearing in mind that according to the sound of the Law on the goals of
the Indonesian nation's education, which reads "National education functions to develop
capabilities and shape the character and civilization of the nation and dignity in order to educate
the nation, aiming at developing the potential of students to become human beings who believe,
and devote to God The Almighty, having noble, healthy, knowledgeable, capable, creative,
independent, and being a democratic and responsible citizen ". This Law is listed in Law No.
20 of 2003 (Wiyani, 2013: 7). The above statement regarding Indonesia's educational goals in
shaping the character of learners, so as to form a generation of characters and innovative in life
in the future.
Realizing this reality requires strategies and techniques that can be instilled from an early
age. Early childhood education is a place to stimulate children for the development and growth
of children at an early age in accordance with the sound of the Education Act. Primary school
education, especially in Early Childhood Education (Paud) must educate and pay attention to
the development and also the growth of early childhood to ward off existing phenomena. This
reality is also as stated in the Republic of Indonesia's Presidential Regulation No. 60 of 2013
which explains that the development of holistic-integrated early age is an effort to develop
early childhood which is carried out to meet the essential needs of diverse and interrelated
children simultaneously, systematically, and with integrity.
Learning in Paud should be in accordance with the characteristics of children by playing,
which is a market game that can improve the development of language and entrepreneurial
spirit so that in the future it can overcome unemployment in Indonesia.
The world of children is a world of play that will not be far from the games, therefore
early childhood education does not run away from the game. Play has meaning that is very
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meaningful for early childhood. Many games that can be played by young children one of
which is a game of buying and selling.
The buying and selling game originates from Semarang district which is classified as a
traditional game in the area Sujarno, et al (2013: 133). The steps of the game are: (1)
preparation (2) rules (3) implementation. This buying and selling game is a role playing game
(Role Playing) because the buying and selling game plays the seller and buyer. Role playing is
learning designed to get more specific learning goals.
Role playing is considered as one of the best methods to help improve children's
cognitive, social, and emotional competence (Blatner, 1995). Defined as "mock games between
children where they temporarily act part of others using mock actions and speech" (Harris,
2000, p. 30), role play begins with the teacher introducing the problem, selecting the player,
set the stage, prepare observers, present the setting, and finally discuss and evaluate the game
with the whole class (Shaftel & Shaftel, 1967). Previous research has shown that role play
enhances children's language learning (Grant & Mistry, 2010; Liu & Ding, 2009),
communication skills (Veraksa, 2011), and understanding of the attitudes of certain fields of
study, such as science, mathematics, and history (Cakici & Bayir, 2012; Deaton & Cook, 2012;
Williams, 2010; Yonamine, 2010) as the cognitive domain. Furthermore, role playing promotes
interpersonal problem solving skills, self-awareness, understanding other people's feelings,
expressing their own feelings, being empathetic towards others, and controlling their emotions
(Kitson, 1997; Rogers & Evans, 2006; Tyce, 2002; Wood & Attfield, 1996) as social and
emotional competence. Carried with real-life situations into the classroom, children are given
the opportunity to enter and examine situations and take part in sequences of events, thus
gaining an understanding of the realities they might face outside the classroom (Vygotsky,
1978). Children can represent and act out their ideas and feelings in a safe and lively
environment through the experiences of others, which in turn helps them develop empathy
(Tyce, 2002; Weinert & Kluwe, 1987).
Role Playing definitions can be concluded that teaching children to play a game that is
in accordance with the child's experience of something incident. This teaching can provide
tangible results to a learning because children are directly involved in doing events or events,
so learning that is intended can be achieved with optimal results. The game played in this
teaching is about buying and selling games made by children aged 5-6 years, which is expected
from the buying and selling game can foster the development of language and entrepreneurial
attitudes.
The definition of buying and selling games according to the theory of Role Play buying
and selling games are games that are carried out by two or more people who have miniature
buying and selling which in the game has rules, can be played by boys or girls, and can foster
language development and attitudes entrepreneurship.
The development of children's language is influenced by the nature of this gene in
accordance with the opinion of Naom Chomsky called the natives view. J. Piaget said that
language is acquired when maturity occurs and cognitive abilities develop which are called
cognitive views. Behaviorist views emphasize the pattern of "nurturing" and view learning as
a result of stimuli, responses, and assistance that occur in the environment according to Skinner.
his interactional view is guided by socio-cultural interactions in the development of children's
language knowledge. The basic premise of Vygotsky is in the language mining influenced by
the society in which a person lives. The fourth theoretical view according to (Otto, 2015: 30).
The following is a summary table of the theoretical views of language development:
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Summary of Theoretical Views of Language Acquisition
Focus Theory parenting Focus Aspects of Theoretical Knowledge
Nativism
Nature
Syntax
Chomsky
development Nature
Semantics
Piaget
cognitive
Morphemic
Behaviorism Parenting
Syntax
Skinner
Semantics
Morphemic
Interactions Parenting
Pragmatics
Vygotsky
Aspects of knowledge of spoken language
Language Aspects
Oral Language
Phonetic
Semantics

Sound symbol system based on phonemes
Use of spoken language along with body language, facial expressions,
and intonation
Syntax
Arrangement of phrases and sentences or grammar
Morphemic
Infection and wording in the pronunciation of languages
Pragmatics
The use of different languages in a variety of face to face interactions,
including all aspects of language knowledge
(Otto, 2015: 24)
The conclusion of a child's language development is the ability to express feelings, ideas,
and intentions of the will of the heart that the child wants to communicate to others, so that
people who hear him understand about what is communicated or conveyed. Indicators of
language development are: (1) language sounds, (2) use of language with body and facial
expressions, (3) language intonation used by children, (4) sentence structure used by children
adopted from the theories of Chomsky, Piaget, Skinner, Vygotsky and Bruner.

Language development

The sound of
language

Use of Language with Facial
and Body Expressions

Language
intonation

Sentence
Arrangement

Figure 1. Schema of language development
The game of buying and selling in its implementation there are negotiation activities
between sellers and buyers, so that the seller unwittingly performs an entrepreneurial attitude.
Entrepreneurship in children aged 5-8 according to (Cristiantil, 2015: 9) also said that between
the ages of 5 to 8 years old is the age at which children develop basic skills and have an
entrepreneurial mindset that will then form the basis of children's skills for life and capable of
solving every problem. His opinion said that children between the ages of 5 to 8 years are the
age where children develop basic skills and have an entrepreneurial mindset which will then
form the basis of the child's skills for life and be able to solve every problem. Other opinions
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such as (El Khuluqu, 2016: 12) say Entrepreneur education for early childhood is a part of
efforts to cultivate a culture of entrepreneurial and the value of entrepreneurship from an early
age [12] Values of entrepreneurial are dare-to-try attitude, setting the goal, having selfexpectation, strong, self-confidence, having self initiative, responsible, learning from feedback,
having a good relationship with the people who can help, willing to seek advice from the
experts, to implement the task systematically. His opinion said entrepreneurship education for
young children is part of an effort to foster entrepreneurial culture and entrepreneurial values
from an early age. [12] Entrepreneurial values are the attitude of courage to try, set goals, have
self-hope, be strong, have confidence, have own initiative, responsible, learn from feedback,
have a good relationship with people who can help, are willing to seek advice from experts, to
carry out tasks systematically. His opinion said entrepreneurship education for young children
is part of an effort to foster entrepreneurial culture and entrepreneurial values from an early
age. [12] Entrepreneurial values are the attitude of courage to try, set goals, have self-hope, be
strong, have confidence, have own initiative, responsible, learn from feedback, have a good
relationship with people who can help, are willing to seek advice from experts, to carry out
tasks systematically.
The formation of entrepreneurial attitudes should be the task of parents and teachers in
schools. The role of parents is to introduce entrepreneurship by inviting children directly to
familiarize themselves with completing homework with responsibility and confidence. The
teacher's job is to insert school learning with learning that can support entrepreneurial attitudes,
such as in Paud by playing buying and selling games.
There are several things that children will develop through the game of buying and
selling, through this game the child's ability to negotiate develops. Together these abilities build
confidence in children in exploiting language. This statement according to (Jufri & Wiraman,
2014: 146). These aspects contained in the game of buying and selling have benefits in the
formation of children who are tough in life.

Figure 2. Formation of Entrepreneurship Attitudes in Early Childhood
_______________________________________________________
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The conclusion of the entrepreneurial attitude is a business of negotiating the sale and
purchase of goods, which includes language skills, confidence, responsibility, an attitude of
courage to try, so that it becomes creative and innovative. The indicators of entrepreneurial
attitudes are: (1) being able to negotiate buying and selling, (2) responsible, (3) courage to try,
(4) language skills, (5) being creative and innovative.

III. Research Method
This study uses a qualitative descriptive design. Explain that the results of the study are
presented to illustrate the quality. The source of data in this study is in the form of a game of
buying and selling. The aim is to obtain data to foster the development of language and
entrepreneurial attitudes in Paud RA Al-Mahir within 3 weeks with 3 students required by
researchers to use data collection techniques. The source of the data comes from observations,
interviews and documentation conducted intensively and carefully to obtain data that is
consistent with the research objectives. The result of the data that has been found is recorded
in the form of notes. data collection researchers set the instrument is the researchers themselves.
The data analysis technique used in this study is data analysis which is carried out together
with the process of data collection with the flow of stages according to Miles and Huberman
(in Widiasworo, 2018: 157) as follows: (1) Data reduction, (2) Presentation of data, (3)
Conclusions and Vertifications. The researcher analyzes the data that has been collected to find
the meaning contained in it in accordance with the purpose of the study.

IV. Result and Discussion
The results of the research obtained from observations made obtain data. The data
includes the design of buying and selling games carried out at Paud RA Al-Mahir School which
results in language development and fostering entrepreneurial attitudes in children aged 5-6
years which coincides with children who are in class B in the 2018-2019 school year. The
buying and selling games are included in the learning curriculum in the learning sub-themes.
The theme of buying and selling games there are 3 weeks.
Learning and selling games carried out in Paud RA AL-Mahir was designed by the
teacher with the guidance of the principal. The game learning design is written in RPPM which
is then detailed in making RPPH. Making RPPH in accordance with the standard competence
of students at the age of 5-6 years. Writing RPPH game buying and selling in accordance with
Role Play theory because it takes the form of dialogue or sociodrama conversation.
The design steps of the game include; (1) preparation and rules, (2) game
implementation. The game preparation activity is the teacher arranging a dialogue plan that
will be used by students. The rules of the game the teacher plays the game by setting
merchandise, prices of merchandise, location of the game and players as sellers or buyers. The
teacher implementation activities give the game to students to play the game of buying and
selling.
Students play the game according to the dialogue in RPPH. The results of the buying and
selling game in the first week are still said to be not good, because the language used by
students is not in accordance with the teacher's RPPH dialogue, such as sound language,
language structure, expressions and language intonation does not match the sentence designed,
such as the language "buy what? "Answered" buy this ". The first week of the game was not
_______________________________________________________
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yet seen as an entrepreneurial attitude because children who were selling were still shy about
doing it.
The second week the children did better than last week because the sounds, language
structure, facial expressions and intonation gradually improved. This event was marked by a
more perfect language arrangement, such as: "who wants to buy fruits with lots of vitamins and
benefits". Friends as buyers offer a predetermined price like: "can be less in price". This
incident is a better language level, but the childishness attitude of the child has not yet been
seen.
The last week of buying and selling games performed by the three children is better
because they sell snacks for children. This event is seen as bargaining between a seller and a
buyer. The seller's son offered with the language: "Who buys fresh ice gets the ball, let's buy
sir?". The buyer answers with "I bought ice because I got the ball, I like ice and I also like the
ball". This negation event indicates that the design of buying and selling games can be carried
out well, that is supported by interviews with teachers who say "the practice of buying and
selling games continuously can improve language development and entrepreneurial attitudes
in children".
Table 1. Research results Starting 13 May 29, 2019
Language
Entrepreneurial
Development
Attitude
Date
X
Y
N
X
Y
N
13
C
C
C
C
_
_
14
C
C
C
_
C
_
15
C
C
C
_
_
C
16
B
C
C
C
_
_
20
B
B
C
C
_
_
21
B
B
B
C
_
_
22
B
B
B
_
_
C
23
B
B
B
C
_
_
27
SB B
B
B
_
_
28
SB SB B
_
B
_
29
SB SB SB
_
_
B

V. Conclusion
The design of buying and selling games in accordance with Play Role theory in the form
of socio drama can be declared successful in fostering the development of language and
entrepreneurial attitudes. Game of buying and selling that is done as a condition of buying and
selling children when buying snacks for children. The game does not run away from the child's
life so the child knows the steps of the game more quickly.

Suggestion
Based on the findings that have been outlined in the conclusions of the results of the
analysis of the application of buying and selling games, the following suggestions are proposed
as follows:
_______________________________________________________
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1.
2.

3.

Research analysis of the application of buying and selling games is expected to support
teachers in efforts to develop language and entrepreneurial attitudes in Paud learning
Considering that learning in Paud does not have the theme of buying and selling games,
it is hoped that it can add the theme of buying and selling games as learning in Paud so
that the horizons of children are increased.
The game trading theme is expected to be used as a reference to other traditional games
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